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KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
DISTRICT OFFICE, KOZHIKODE

SL.  No. 5/2015/DOD Kozhikode
Cat. No. 162/2012 23.07.2015

NOTIFICATION

The    following   is     the   Short   List     containing   the    Register   Numbers   of
candidates    who   are    found   provisionally eligible   to   be   called   for    interview,   for
selection   to   the   post   of LP School Assistant – Malayalam Medium -   NCA
Recruitment for SIUCN/AI (Category  No. 162/2012) on Rs.11620-20240/-    in
Education Department in Kozhikode District, notified in the Gazette dated 30.04.2012
on the basis of the Objective Type  (OMR valuation) Test held on 29.11.2013.

The   Register   Numbers   are   arranged   in     their numerical sequence   and   the
arrangement   does   not   in     any   way indicate their respective rank on the basis of  the
said test.

Alphabet ‘Z’ shall be prefixed to all Register Numbers to indicate Kozhikode District.

100018 100078 100084 100092 100139

100149 100205 100215 100216 100233

100246 100252 100341 100369 100415

100419 100423 100451 100452 100458

100486 100531 100532 100748 101367

Note 1: Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list    is purely provisional     subject
to scrutiny and admission of application on   absolute   basis. Inclusion
of    Register      numbers   in    the short list     does   not   confer   any   right
on the candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note 2: The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candidate in the
application and subsequent claims made will not be entertained at any stage.
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Note 3: The Candidates who have secured 53.00 marks and above are included in the
Short List.

Note 4: Candidates included in this List shall produce Non Creamy Layer Certificate as
per G.O. (P) No. 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009 along with the other
documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note 5: The place, date and time of interview will be intimated in due course.

Note 6: According to existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed.
But answer scripts will be rechecked and photocopy of the answer scripts will
be issued after the publication of the Ranked List. Detailed instructions in this
regard will be published in the Ranked List Notification.

Note 7: Candidates whose Register Numbers are not included in this list are advised to
refer the Notification No. ER II (2) 1173/14/EW dated 20.02.2015 of The
Secretary, KPSC, TVM, showing the details of invalidated answer scripts and
the reason thereof.

     (By Order of the Commission)

     VENUGOPAL V
  DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
DISTRICT OFFICE, KOZHIKODE.

Approved for issue,

   Section Officer


